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Additional Comments on the Taylor/Long Grazing Project

Dear District Ranger:
Western Watersheds Project and Sequoia Forestkeeper submitted scoping comments on
the proposed Taylor/Long Grazing Project on May 24, 2013. As we mentioned in our August 28,
2013 email, we have additional concerns based on observations we made while hiking Long
Meadow and Taylor Meadow this summer. We are concerned that the Forest’s April 23, 2013
scoping letter describing the proposed action failed to disclose relevant conditions such as
disruptions in meadow hydrology that are obvious on the ground on both meadows. We expect
that the Ranger District will fully address all these issues and concerns in the NEPA analysis for
this grazing project.
Before we discuss the two meadows, we wish to remind the Forest that several weeks ago
we requested background information on the Forest’s acquisition of these meadows (that
occurred about 1990 or so) and that we also requested copies of the current grazing permit so
that we could understand the current grazing management on these two meadows. We have not
yet received this requested information.

Long Meadow
The Forest’s April 23, 2013 scoping letter describing the proposed action failed to
disclose relevant conditions on Long Meadow. There is a massive head-cut in the southern
portion of the meadow that is down-cutting the meadow along a cattle trail, and that is clearly
relevant to any review of grazing management. Attempts have been made to stem the headcut as
evidenced by piles of rock infill and layers of waterproof materials that were visible along the

headcut. While the gully and headcut are within an exclosure, the headcut reaches the exclosure
fence.

Southern end of Long Meadow headcut photographed from the exclosure fence and fill attempts.
Photographed August 27, 2013.
UTM11 379140 3964871
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The cattle trail heading north from the headcut has some half-dozen spans of fence placed across
it at about 100 foot intervals.

The “Cow Crossfit” Southern end of Long Meadow.
Photographed August 27, 2013.

Placing fences across the cattle trail appears to be some kind of attempt to reduce cattle use of
the cattle trail. Unfortunately, the cattle trail had cow prints and excrement, and signs of
continued bank shearing from cattle hooves. The effectiveness of this “cow crossfit” at reducing
erosion is thus questionable.
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The cow trail and Crossfit fences. Note cow pats visible on the trail, bank shearing, and cow prints.
Photographed August 27, 2013.

The “crossfit” fence segments were perpendicular to the ground. Although each was only
supported by three frence posts, we saw no evidence that these small stretches of fence were
being affected by snow loads. This lack of effect of snow load undermines the rationale given in
the Forest’s April 23, 2013 scoping letter for moving the eastern boundary fence because it is
difficult to maintain due to snow load.
At the south end of the meadow near the allotment boundary fence we observed an
obsidian arrowhead (length about 35 mm) lying on the surface. The artifact was quite obvious so
may have become exposed in a recent rain.

Cultural Resource Long Meadow, September 4, 2013. UTM11 379264 3964813.
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Taylor Meadow
Near the existing corral at the west end of Taylor Meadow was an area marked with
yellow flagging by the cow camp road that we presume is the proposed location for the new
corral. From our GPS coordinates for the yellow flagging we determined the area of the new
corral to be about 0.7 acres. This 0.7 acres includes about 75 trees. If any of these trees are to be
removed, logged, and/or sold, the environmental impacts from this "logging" component of this
grazing project must be documented and analyzed in the NEPA analysis.
Taylor Meadow includes a number of structures and exclosures which were not disclosed
in the Forest’s April 23, 2013 scoping letter that are clearly related to grazing management and
where grazing impacts were evident. As at Long Meadow, at various locations throughout the
Taylor Meadow complex there are rough dams and slash piles placed to restrict water flow.
Willow patches show obvious hedging. There was a stand of Brassica nigra growing by the old
corral.

Taylor Meadow exclosure at UTM11 383265 3965862.
The area outside the fence was heavily trampled by domestic horses.
Photographed August 27, 2013.
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One of many water diversions/structures on Taylor Meadow. UTM11 383932 3967174.
Photographed September 4, 2013.

We visited the springs at the north end of Taylor Meadow. This riparian area is heavily
used by cattle. The willows show marked hedging and there was shearing evident on the stream
banks. We are extremely concerned that the tiny 0.1 acre exclosure that the Forest is proposing
lacks the ability to protect the three spring heads or mitigate the effects of cattle in this important
riparian zone.
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Hedging of willows and streambank shearing at the Taylor Meadow springhead. UTM11 383930 3967319.
Photographs taken September 4, 2013

In the April 23, 2013 scoping letter, the Forest proposed moving the corral “to reduce
conflicts with recreation users”. The fences around the meadow area are difficult for the public to
cross. The Forest should consider adding gates and stiles to reduce this conflict and facilitate
public access to the meadow. The many signs referencing private property should be removed.
The Forest should also remove the barn which looks unsafe and is unsightly. The Forest should
also explain why the permittee needs such an extensive cow camp, and should explain the terms
of the special use permit for the cow camp in the NEPA analysis.
We look forward to receiving the information and materials we requested. If you require
any additional information or would like additional photographs please feel free to contact either
of us at the contact information given below.
Sincerely,

Michael J. Connor, Ph.D.
California Director
Western Watersheds Project
P.O. Box 2364
Reseda, CA 91337
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Ara Marderosian, Executive Director
SEQUOIA FORESTKEEPER
P.O. Box 2134
Kernville, CA 93238-2134
(760) 378-4574
<ara@sequoiaforestkeeper.org>
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